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Satan’s Viewfinder: We Are Bound Together By The Limitations Of The Reality
We Perceive is a pseudo-artifact made up of a series of shapes cut out of plywood set
up in succession and bound together by thin pieces of hemp rope. The artifact contains
eleven layers of varying shapes that utilize the three dimensional principle rhythm &
repetition. The shapes included are: a circle, triangle, square, star, cross, and lastly a
dynamic symmetry grid pattern. A twelfth layer is created by completely looking through
all layers. The wood/hemp artifact takes two humans to use. Each human picks one
side of the 2 foot artifact and peers through their respective sides through the artifact to
view the other human on the opposing side of the artifact. The main theme Satan’s
Viewfinder deals with is investigating the tools and constructs humans create to
measure the moral integrity of humanity.

The qualities of this artifact, such as the viewfinder, mostly are drawing themes
from the advent of camera obscura and early format photography. In short, camera
obscura is a “natural optical phenomenon that occurs when an image of a scene at the
other side of a screen is projected through a small hole in that screen as a reversed and
inverted image on a surface opposite to the opening. The surroundings of the projected
image have to be relatively dark for the image to be clear.” 1 The questions that are
presented by this theme are, what are the tools that we have made and how do we use
them to consume the reality around us. Do these tools stop at their physical
manifestations, or do they act as a vessel for creating a portal to abstracted ideas of
reality that ultimately become the tools for which we measure reality by. We know if the
scientific realm that physical reality has proven to be quantifiable, but is metaphysical
reality quantifiable?

The artifact utilizes this theme of camera obscura and early photography through
three distinct allusions. The first being the series of eleven succeeding shapes are set
up in such a way that half of the artifact contains 5 shapes that are mirroring the inverse
of the other 5 shapes on the other half of the artifact. This is a reference to inverted
projection phenomenon of camera obscura. The second distinction is an allusion to the
4:3 format ratio used for early photography and early motion pictures that was
established as the official format by the Academy for Motion Pictures. The artifact is 8
inches in height and 6 inches in width, these measurements have a ratio of 4:3. The last
allusion is the title of the artifact, Satan’s Viewfinder/ Devil’s Viewfinder: We Are Bound
Together By The Limitations Of The Reality We Perceive. This title is a reference to
1960 italian cultural exploitation films that are colloquially known as, “Mondo Movies”. In
these hyper evolved versions of camera obscura, we are given exaggerated
problematic portrayals of cultures from around the world. These exaggerations were
arguably inverted or inverse representations of these cultures and not factually



accurate. Mondo films often had corresponding exaggerated problematic titles to go
with their exaggerated problematic content.

To suggest a sense of illusion and utilize the three dimensional principle of
balance, a structural principle known as tensegrity was incorporated into the anatomy of
the artifact. In short, tensegrity is a “system of isolated components under compression
inside a network of continuous tension, and arranged in such a way that the
compressed members do not touch each other while the prestressed tensioned
members delineate the system spatially”. By using this principle, the artifact is able to
create a moment of spatial illusion and utilize the three dimensional principle of balance.
But it is not only the use of the principle that ties into the themes of the artifact but also
it’s historical as well. Tensegrity is a portmanteau of “tensional integrity” 2, which was
coined by inventor and futurist Buckminster Fuller in 1960. Fuller said that, “this
structural principle is a measurement of tensional integrity”. This idea of measuring
integrity gets to the foundation of the themes for this artifact. The purpose of this artifact
is to pose the questions of,  “what are these tools that we use for measuring integrity? Is
art a measurement for integrity and morality? Who decides these values of integrity?
From whom, when, where are these arbitrary measurements decided?
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